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Color Splash Effect Pro by Lyrebird Studio 
Invites Fresh, Awe-inspiring Digital Imagery 

Now, recreating the atmosphere of our precious life events with   
photography reaches new, expressive heights with Color Splash Effect 
Pro. The powerful photo-editing application from Lyrebird Studio is now 
optimized for Android* tablets powered by Intel® Atom™ processors. 

Digital images can be instantly converted to black and white while  
retaining the original tones. An agile, adjustable brush allows users to 
draw the colors back in on specific parts of the composition.  The results 
are vibrant, unique creations and photographers can produce as many 
versions of the same image as they like.  

33 filters and 18 light overlays as well as a wide assortment of other tools 
like filters, textures and frames give these images even more resonance 
and complexity.  The elegant interface allows beginners to experiment 
freely and professionals to get exactly what they want.  

An Exciting New World of Visual Exploration Awaits   
Android* Users

Tablet users don’t have to wait to edit their images on a desktop computer; 
they can edit, frame, export and share their evocative works of art right 
from their high-resolution screens.  The lightweight portability and versatil-
ity of these mobile devices allow for an expansive picture–taking experi-
ence and easy customization on a responsive platform.  

The Color Splash Effect Pro app allows Android* users to export high-
quality pictures in portrait or landscape mode.  They can also instantly 
share their engaging conversation pieces on Facebook*, Twitter* or  
Instagram* with just one tap.  

Enabled for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
Before the days of color process, photographers would paint color into black and white images, but rather than trying 
to reproduce every color, they would select objects they wanted to enhance. The effect was compelling and dream-
like; it simulated the way memory draws the lasting qualities out of an image.

Features of Color Splash 
Effect Pro for Intel Atom 
Tablets for Android*
  
  • Stunning, High-Resolution 
     Images
  • Black and White Conversion 
     with Original Color Retention
  • Brush Tool with Hard or Soft 
     Edge, Opaque or Transparent
  • 33 Effects
  • 18 Light Overlays
  • 12 Textures
  • Sharing on Social Media 
     Platforms



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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The Visual Possibilities Abound with Color Splash Effects Pro on Android*

Transforming everyday pictures into lasting, visual memories just got easier.  Android* devices equipped with  
efficient Intel Atom processors provide solid performance so that making eye-catching photos with expert finishing 
touches is now possible.    

To download Color Splash Effect Pro, visit: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lyrebirdstudio.colorsplasheffect.pro


